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 32 
Abstract 33 
The origin and initial dispersal of Homo sapiens out of East Africa and into the Levant remains a 34 
major research focus in evolutionary anthropology. There is little doubt that climatic changes played 35 
a role in facilitating this dispersal, but the specific dynamics remain poorly understood. This 36 
contribution surveys the fossil and genetic evidence for the origin and dispersal of modern humans, 37 
and situates this evidence within the context of biological theories of plasticity and dispersal. It is 38 
shown that certain climatic and environmental conditions are expected to lead to the evolution of 39 
plastic strategies, and that such strategies are characteristic of successfully dispersing species. A 40 
model is formulated that allows for the identification of features in climatic records that are 41 
conducive to the evolution of plasticity, and thus to the development of dispersal capabilities. Using 42 
as an example a palaeoclimatic record from Lake Tana, Ethiopia, the model is used to pinpoint the 43 
chronology of likely periods of dispersal from East Africa. Results indicate the presence of a dispersal 44 
phase c.97-105ka, a date that fits well with the initial modern human colonisation of the Levant 45 
shortly after 100ka. Implications of recent genetic chronologies for the origin of non-African modern 46 
humans and the archaeological evidence for possible routes out of Africa are discussed in this 47 
context. 48 
 49 
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Palaeoclimates, plasticity, and the early dispersal of Homo sapiens 63 
1. Introduction 64 
The timing and causes of Homo sapiens dispersal out of Africa remain major foci of research in 65 
evolutionary anthropology. Climate has long been considered to play a substantive role in hominin 66 
dispersals, and the publication of a growing number of well dated, high resolution palaeoclimatic 67 
records makes the production and testing of climatically driven dispersal hypotheses an increasingly 68 
valuable endeavour. The fact that the dispersal of Homo sapiens is further constrained by an 69 
increasing body of genetic data, in addition to the more traditional fossil and archaeological 70 
evidence, provides a situation in which the reconstruction of dispersal events is now more tangible 71 
and reliable than ever. This wealth of data has also, however, led to the understanding that the 72 
dispersal history of our species is far more complicated than had once been imagined, with many 73 
researchers now accepting the probability of multiple dispersal events of varying duration and 74 
success. A straightforward ‘wave of advance’ model is now widely considered to be overly simplistic, 75 
with more realistic models incorporating multiple dispersal events governed at least partially by the 76 
oscillations of Late Pleistocene climates. 77 
Despite recent advances, the nature of the relationship between climate and hominin dispersal 78 
remains vague. Most attempts are largely atheoretical, using as a starting point the idea that certain 79 
environments are conducive to hominin habitation, and that the existence or spread of such 80 
environments will be conducive to hominin persistence or expansion. This is undoubtedly a valid and 81 
useful baseline approach, but as our understanding of the interactions between climate, 82 
environment, and hominin evolution becomes more highly developed, there is an increasing need 83 
for more nuanced, theoretically grounded perspectives on the dynamics of dispersal. Such 84 
perspectives must take into account what is known about the relationships between climatic 85 
change, climatic variability, and evolution in taxa beyond those of our own lineage. In this respect 86 
the biology of adaptation in fluctuating environments has much to offer, though for the most part 87 
this extensive literature has failed to permeate research on human evolution. A consistent, recurring 88 
relationship between climatic variability and the evolution of phenotypic plasticity or behavioural 89 
flexibility (Grove 2011a, 2011b, 2012a, 2012b), as summarised below, is of particular relevance, as 90 
are the related paleontological notions of ‘habitat theory’ (Vrba 1992, 1995) and ‘variability 91 
selection’ (Potts 1998, 2013). 92 
This paper will first review findings from evolutionary biology and related fields that are essential to, 93 
but thus far neglected in, reconstructions of the interaction between palaeoclimate and human 94 
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evolution. Key to these findings is the fact that temporal variability in environments is more likely to 95 
lead to the accumulation of plasticity than is spatial variability. The genetic, fossil, and archaeological 96 
evidence of hominin dispersals will be considered, with a focus on the first movement of Homo 97 
sapiens out of East Africa and into the Levant. This dispersal, widely considered to have ‘failed’ in 98 
terms of permanent habitation of the Levant, is of particular interest because of the wealth of fossil 99 
and archaeological data, combined with a series of increasingly sophisticated dating efforts. The final 100 
section of the paper presents a simple evolutionary model that allows explicit conclusions to be 101 
drawn about when plasticity accumulates, how it affects the biological fitness of populations, and 102 
when the dynamics of adaptation to climate change would be expected to equip populations with 103 
the pre-requisites for dispersal. This model facilitates the formation of a generic theory of hominin 104 
dispersals, and has the potential to be used in conjunction with empirical palaeoclimatic datasets. An 105 
example of the latter is provided using data from Lake Tana, Ethiopia, and the results are related to 106 
the surveyed fossil and genetic data for the origin and early dispersal of Homo sapiens out of East 107 
Africa. 108 
2. A Biological Review 109 
The following paragraphs consider the biology of plasticity, particularly as it relates to effects 110 
generated by fluctuating environments. This necessitates a definition of plasticity, which is viewed in 111 
broad terms here to mean any mechanism by which a population or individual may adapt relatively 112 
rapidly to changes in the environment. The speed of adaptation is critical here, since any population 113 
could in theory track a changing environment by evolving towards a new optimum given sufficient 114 
time, but simple genetic systems experience perpetual lags in moving towards such optima precisely 115 
because those optima are themselves constantly changing. If we assume, as per the modelling 116 
presented in Section 4, that the optimum value of a trait is that which maximises fitness in a given 117 
environment, we can simplify matters without being specific as to what precisely the trait is, or how 118 
it might be encoded: we simply postulate that animals with a trait value of   will do particularly well 119 
under environmental state  , and that they will do worse, or perhaps be non-viable, in 120 
environmental state  . Fitness in environmental state   will be measured as some function of the 121 
distance        , with higher values of   equating to lower fitness.  An important aspect of 122 
plasticity in this scenario is that it can increase fitness in the regions around  , thus increasing the 123 
animal’s tolerance of changing environments. It can also, as reported below, allow a population to 124 
remain viable under environmental change when non-plastic populations might be driven to 125 
extinction and, via the maintenance of phenotypic variation, allow that population to track changing 126 
environments at much faster rates. 127 
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2.1. Foundations 128 
Beginning with foundational genetic research by Levene, Dempster and others (Levene 1953; 129 
Dempster 1955; Haldane and Jayakar 1963; Cohen 1966; Lewontin and Cohen 1969; Gillespie 1974), 130 
a long history of findings in evolutionary biology have suggested that temporal fluctuations in the 131 
environment are likely to lead to the accumulation of various forms of plasticity. Much of this early 132 
research considered the maintenance of genetic polymorphisms or directly related micro-133 
evolutionary concerns, but also provided the basic mathematical axioms that are now considered to 134 
govern evolutionary dynamics in fluctuating environments across far broader scales (Simons 2002; 135 
Lee and Doughty 2003). In basic terms, the contrast between selection acting on organisms that 136 
experience multiple environmental states simultaneously as opposed to those experiencing multiple 137 
states sequentially is based on the fact that overall fitness in the former case is measured as the 138 
arithmetic mean of the fitnesses in each state whilst in the latter case it is calculated as the 139 
geometric mean. The underlying micro-evolutionary logic is that an animal that encounters multiple 140 
environmental states in quick succession (≈ simultaneously) will have an overall fitness that is the 141 
simple average of its fitnesses in those states. Since the environments do not change over time, this 142 
simple average will be identical in each generation; since there will be no variance in fitness between 143 
generations, the arithmetic and geometric means over the long-term will be the same, and the long-144 
term result will be determined entirely by the instantaneous result. 145 
Much like population growth, long-term fitness is multiplicative rather than additive, and is 146 
therefore measured via the geometric mean. If individual A has three times the fitness of individual 147 
B it will (on the simplest model) leave three times as many offspring. If the offspring of individual A 148 
are also three times as fit as those of individual B, they will themselves leave three times as many 149 
offspring. Two generations down the line, the descendents of individual A will be 9 times as 150 
numerous (3×3) as those of individual B, not six times as numerous (3+3). The multiplicative nature 151 
of long-term fitness becomes a major factor when fitness changes between generations, because 152 
the geometric mean is highly sensitive to variance; this leads to the sometimes counter-intuitive 153 
finding that low variance in fitness between generations can be more beneficial than high 154 
(arithmetic) mean fitness within generations.  155 
Figure 1a shows the tolerances of four populations of similar animals to environmental states 156 
between 0 and 10 (these states might be thought of as increments along any continuous axis 157 
describing habitat variation, but are probably most usefully viewed as temperatures or moisture 158 
levels). We assume none of the populations are viable below state 0 or above state 10. Consider that 159 
states 3-7 occur as adjacent (perhaps latitudinal) bands of habitat, and that each is unchanging 160 
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through time. Population 4 is far more tolerant than the other three species (its distribution has a 161 
greater variance, resulting in wider, fatter tails), but this comes at a cost. Since the integrals of all 162 
tolerance curves equal 1 (following Levins 1962, 1968), the tolerance curve of population 4 has a 163 
much lower peak than those of the other three populations. This has the effect that Population 4 is 164 
never the fittest population: Population 3 is fittest in states below 4, Population 2 fittest in states 165 
between 4 and 6, and Population 1 fittest in states above 6. This means that, in an evolutionary 166 
scenario, Populations 1-3 will partition the environment amongst them, each living in the habitat to 167 
which it is best suited, whilst Population 4 will not be able to gain a foothold anywhere. In a scenario 168 
in which all four populations are required to experience all environments from 3-7 simultaneously 169 
due to, for example, population expansion or habitat destruction, Population 2 will eventually 170 
displace the others due to the fact that it has a marginally higher arithmetic mean across the 171 
environmental states considered (see Table 1). 172 
However, imagine now an environment that oscillates as per Figure 1b. We now consider the entire 173 
area earlier viewed as being composed of latitudinal bands of habitat to be homogenous at any 174 
given time. At generation 0 it is all in state 5; it climbs to state 7, falls to state 3, and so on as per 175 
Figure 1b. Thus the same range of environments, 3-7, is considered, but now all four populations 176 
experience all these environmental states every 10 generations. Whereas in the spatial scenario 177 
Population 4 cannot survive anywhere, it is now the only population that can survive anywhere, and 178 
fills the entire area. A standard population genetic realization of this outcome, with subpopulations 179 
carrying alleles for the mean and SD values of their tolerance curves, is modelled in Figure 1c. 180 
Population 4, the most tolerant or plastic population of the four, eventually dominates the area to 181 
the exclusion of the other populations because it has the highest geometric mean fitness over 182 
environmental states 3-7. 183 
2.2. From polymorphism to plasticity 184 
It takes some further theoretical work, however, to expand the finding that fluctuating climates can 185 
lead to the maintenance of polymorphisms (as per Dempster 1955 and Haldane and Jayakar 1963) 186 
into a scenario in which plasticity per se is favoured in such environments. The genetic 187 
polymorphism argument implies that a population maintaining polymorphisms may be tolerant of a 188 
wider range of environments, but whilst greater tolerance is necessarily a result of plasticity, the 189 
latter implies a particular type of response. To understand this difference we must first understand 190 
the distinction between specialism and generalism and, furthermore, the often conflated distinction 191 
between stenotopy and eurytopy. Consider three species of canid: A is a cold specialist, B a warm 192 
specialist, and C a generalist able to withstand both cold and warm conditions to some extent. A has 193 
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a relatively thick coat, B a relatively thin coat, and C a coat of intermediate thickness. Note that A, B, 194 
and C all follow fixed strategies, and thus that even the generalist is not plastic. Now consider the 195 
plastic species D, which grows a thicker coat in colder conditions but sheds this coat if temperatures 196 
increase. This plasticity may be developmental in the sense that coat thickness is determined by 197 
temperatures experienced during ontogeny, or it may persist into adulthood, with phases of 198 
thickening and shedding cued by, for example, seasonal variations throughout the lifetime. It is this 199 
latter form of plasticity with which the current paper is primarily concerned. Finally, note that whilst 200 
the specialists A and B are stenotopic, both the generalist and the plastic species are eurytopic. Since 201 
plastic species are not generalists but are eurytopic, ‘eurytopy’ and ‘generalism’ cannot be 202 
synonyms. More importantly, stenotopy and eurytopy are descriptions of observable outcomes; 203 
their Greek roots imply that these outcomes will be seen in the narrower ranges of environments 204 
inhabited by stenotopes. Specialism, generalism, and plasticity by contrast are descriptions of the 205 
mechanisms by which species achieve their distributions. 206 
With the key distinctions established, the full transition from polymorphism to plasticity per se can 207 
be made via the use of an exceptionally valuable analysis by Moran (1992; see also Sober 1994; 208 
Godfrey-Smith 1996). Moran’s (1992) argument was originally framed in the context of 209 
developmental plasticity but, as other researchers have noted, the analysis is equally well suited to 210 
plasticity of any kind (e.g. Sober 1994; Godfrey-Smith 1996). The model again juxtaposes the effects 211 
of spatial as opposed to temporal heterogeneity on the evolution of plasticity, postulating the 212 
existence of two environments and two possible phenotypes. Crucially, Moran introduces an 213 
additional parameter – the probability that an animal will produce the phenotype best suited to the 214 
environment it encounters – allowing her to examine continuous regions of parameter space in 215 
which plasticity evolves, rather than the dichotomous point estimates of ‘plasticity or not’ produced 216 
by many prior analyses. 217 
What follows is a simplified sketch of Moran’s (1992) analysis; interested readers are encouraged to 218 
consult the original for fuller details. There are two environments, environment 2 occurring with 219 
probability   and environment 1 with probability      . The fitness of an animal producing 220 
phenotype 1 in environment 1 (a ‘correct’ or fitness-maximising match) is       ; the fitness of an 221 
animal producing phenotype 2 in environment 1 (an ‘incorrect’ or fitness-minimizing match) is       . 222 
Similar options and subscripts apply to environment 2. A generalist has fitness      in both 223 
environments. We assume a relative fitness scoring of                                 . Finally, 224 
  measures the probability that a plastic animal will produce the phenotype best suited to the 225 
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environment it encounters. In a spatially varying environment, the fitnesses of two opposed 226 
specialisms,    and   , of generalism,  , and of plasticity,  , are: 227 
                                [1a] 228 
                                [1b] 229 
                               [1c] 230 
                                                        [1d] 231 
An example of a plot of the model output using                ,                , and          232 
for values of   and   from 0 to 1 is shown in Figure 2a. Note that such graphs are utilised by plotting 233 
the fitnesses    ,    , and    for the given values of  , and then reading off the values of   that 234 
would be sufficient to provide a fitness advantage for the plastic strategy over all other strategies. 235 
[These are the values of   that occur between the highest (=fittest) line describing any other strategy 236 
for a given   value and the top of the graph.] Figure 2c clarifies the regions of the graph favouring 237 
particular strategies. 238 
Figures 2a and 2c demonstrate that plasticity is most likely to evolve when environments 1 and 2 are 239 
equally likely to occur, as this prevents either of the specialist strategies dominating. Regardless of 240 
the balance of environments,   must be greater than 0.5 for plasticity to evolve. This is perfectly 241 
logical condition, as with two environments and two phenotypes the probability of matching 242 
phenotype to environment by random chance is 0.5; thus the plastic strategy must simply be better 243 
at matching than random chance. As per the analysis described above and graphed in Figure 1, there 244 
is no niche for a generalist under conditions of spatial variability. Switching from spatial to temporal 245 
variation in Moran’s (1992) model, and thus from arithmetic to geometric means, yields a new set of 246 
equations: 247 
          
        
              [2a] 248 
          
        
              [2b] 249 
         
        
              [2c] 250 
                        
 
                      
     
     [2d] 251 
Graphs of the model, using the same   values as before, are shown in Figures 2b and 2d. 252 
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Temporal variability causes considerable changes to the sizes of the regions available to the four 253 
strategies (compare Figures 2c and 2d). The regions available to the two specialists decrease 254 
considerably, whilst the region available to the plastic species increases, and a large region in which 255 
generalism is favoured also appears. Importantly, the region of the graph favouring plasticity is now 256 
the largest single region, demonstrating the likelihood of plasticity evolving under temporal 257 
variability in climate. 258 
The value of Moran’s (1992) model and of other, subsequent models of similar structure (Sober 259 
1994, Godfrey Smith 1996) is that they provide a highly generic picture of the conditions under 260 
which plasticity can evolve, without being tied to a particular scale (i.e. alleles at a locus, or 261 
individuals in a population). This wide applicability is shown by the fact that Sober (1994) uses a 262 
mathematically equivalent model to predict the environmental conditions under which learning 263 
would be favoured over what he dubs ‘a priori prejudice’ (this being the equivalent of a fixed 264 
specialism above). Such models simply demonstrate the highly generic, cornerstone principle that 265 
temporal variability in climate is more likely to lead to the evolution of plasticity than is spatial 266 
variability in climate. 267 
2.3. Plasticity and dispersal 268 
Plasticity, then, is highly likely to evolve under conditions of temporal variability in climate, but what 269 
does the presence of such plasticity imply for the ability of a species to disperse? Beginning with 270 
seminal papers by Mayr (1965) and Baker (1965, 1974), evolutionary biologists have spent 271 
considerable time compiling lists of traits common to those species of plants, birds, and animals that 272 
have demonstrated the propensity for successful dispersal or invasion. All such trait lists have 273 
included plasticity or related metonyms. Baker sees successful invaders as possessing “general-274 
purpose genotypes” (Baker 1965:166) or the tendency towards “wide environmental tolerance” 275 
(Baker 1974:6). Two of Mayr’s six characteristics of colonizing species – “considerable ecological 276 
flexibility” and the “ability to shift habitat preference” (Mayr 1965:40-41) – are an analogue and a 277 
potential result of plasticity, respectively. As discussed above in consideration of the Moran (1992) 278 
model, such plasticity is often discussed in general terms, rather than being presented as the result 279 
of a specific mechanism. 280 
Potts (1998), in presenting the ‘variability selection hypothesis’, discusses both polymorphism and 281 
phenotypic plasticity as potential means of achieving what he terms ‘adaptive flexibility’ (Potts 1998: 282 
84ff.). Potts’ primary concern however, is with the attainment of flexibility through the evolution of 283 
“complex structures or behaviours that are designed to respond to novel and unpredictable adaptive 284 
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settings” (Potts 1998:85). Crucially, this occurs as populations confront “highly variable 285 
environments over many generations” (ibid.), and is thus consistent with the modelling approach 286 
adopted below. As a theoretical example of a potential result of variability selection, Potts (1998) 287 
suggests a novel foraging strategy that allows a population to spread into a new environment, 288 
utilising a newly available food type. Flexible responses to novel situations are thus at the heart of 289 
variability selection, and are endorsed here as a primary result of plasticity. Indeed, some of the 290 
most fruitful recent research on the relationship between plasticity and dispersal success has been 291 
based on behavioural flexibility underlain by a variety of mechanisms including tendencies to 292 
neophilia, innovation, and learning (e.g. Sol 2003, 2007). 293 
In his trait list of attributes characterising successful invaders, Sol (2007:133) harks back to Baker and 294 
Mayr, including high values of both niche breadth and behavioural flexibility. The niche breadth 295 
hypothesis has become the modern crystallization of Mayr’s (1965) research, with Vázquez (2006) 296 
providing a literature review demonstrating its prevalence in successfully dispersing species. His 297 
review (Vázquez 2006) suggests that native habitat, geographic, or climatic range are good 298 
predictors of success, with work on birds by McLain and colleagues (1999) and Cassey and colleagues 299 
(2004) suggesting that habitat or dietary breadth are of particular importance. Heterogeneity of 300 
habitats would seem the likeliest driver here, with geographic range showing positive results simply 301 
because large ranges are, on average, more likely to contain a diverse array of habitats than are 302 
smaller ranges. The average size of the individual home range within a species, however, may also 303 
be a useful predictor of potential dispersal speed, as wide-ranging individuals are necessarily more 304 
mobile than those with small home ranges. Greenberg and Mettke-Hofmann (2001) find that 305 
behaviourally flexible species are more likely to be neophiles, with Sol’s (2003) analysis suggesting 306 
that generalism and flexibility also tend to correlate. 307 
The issues of neophilia and innovation touch directly on the two primary – and contradictory – 308 
hypotheses of the evolutionary effects of behavioural plasticity. The hypothesis of behavioural drive 309 
(Hardy 1965; Wyles et al. 1983) asserts that when behavioural plasticity leads populations to spread 310 
into areas beyond their native habitats, it also exposes them to new selection pressures, and may 311 
thus increase evolutionary rates. Conversely, the hypothesis of behavioural inhibition (Bogert 1949; 312 
Huey et al. 2003) asserts that since behavioural plasticity enables populations to inhabit varied 313 
environments without underlying genetic change, it must necessarily reduce evolutionary rates. 314 
Wyles and colleagues (1983) suggested that high rates of evolution in songbirds (measured as 315 
morphological distance per unit time, relative to other birds) are due to their ability to innovate and 316 
socially transmit novel behaviours. They also found strong correlations between rates of evolution 317 
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and brain size, and argued that encephalisation supports the propagation of behavioural innovations 318 
(see also Hardy 1965). This opens new niches for larger brained species, exposing them to novel 319 
selection pressures, and thus increasing evolutionary rates. This canonical example of behavioural 320 
drive is countered by evidence from Bogert (1949). The latter found that the same species of lizard 321 
subjected to different temperature regimes could thermoregulate via behaviour (e.g. basking more 322 
often in cooler environments); he thus concluded that behavioural flexibility can negate the need for 323 
specific adaptations to geographical or altitudinal temperature clines, and can thus slow 324 
evolutionary rates. These two hypotheses reduce to a simple but crucial difference in stimulus: 325 
whilst both assume selection is driven primarily by changes in environment, behavioural drive 326 
suggests that exposure to those changes is the result of behaviour, and thus that behaviour rather 327 
than environmental change itself is the driver of evolutionary change. With the renewed focus in 328 
recent years on the role of behaviour in evolution (e.g. Odling-Smee et al. 2003), the relationship 329 
between these two hypotheses has been brought into sharper focus. 330 
Finally, a theory directly linking dispersal success to the geometric mean argument seen in the work 331 
of Moran (1992) and others involves the concept of ‘fitness homeostasis’ (Rejmánek 2000). This 332 
theory suggests that the function of behavioural plasticity is to effectively equalize fitness across a 333 
wide range of environments; in this sense, such plasticity acts as a buffer between environmental 334 
heterogeneity and fitness, ensuring that relatively high fitness is maintained even in non-native or 335 
marginal environments. According to this theory, plasticity would considerably reduce the variance 336 
in fitness experienced by an individual, and would therefore increase its geometric mean fitness 337 
relative to that of a less plastic individual. Of particular interest in this context are two recent studies 338 
that hint at the potential for plasticity to lead to fitness homeostasis and survival of populations of 339 
birds and arthropods under the pressures of anthropogenic climate change (Chown et al. 2007; 340 
Charmantier et al. 2008). The findings of Chown and colleagues (2007) are notable in that they 341 
suggest that invasive species are more resistant to climate change than are indigenous species, 342 
further highlighting the link between plasticity and dispersal success. 343 
3. The chronology of hominin dispersals 344 
The general chronology of hominin dispersal is based on the idea of two primary dispersals from 345 
Africa, the first of Homo erectus sensu lato after 2Ma and the latter of Homo sapiens after 100ka. It 346 
is now widely understood that the two ‘Out of Africa’ events form what is really just a useful 347 
heuristic for examining a far more complex and nuanced series of dispersal events, heavily 348 
influenced by climate, over the past two million years. The role of Asia as a potential source of, 349 
rather than purely a destination for, dispersing hominins has become an increasingly intriguing 350 
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debate in recent years (e.g. Petraglia et al. 2007; Armitage et al. 2001; Rose et al. 2011; Boivin et al. 351 
2013), further questioning the simplicity of the Out of Africa model. Whilst the focus here is strictly 352 
on the earliest dispersal of Homo sapiens out of East Africa and into the Levant, a brief, selective 353 
review of earlier dispersals is of interest in terms the literature on plasticity and dispersal. The 354 
following paragraphs thus discuss Homo erectus sensu lato dispersals before focusing in some detail 355 
on the origin of Homo sapiens in East Africa and the chronology of this species’ dispersal into the 356 
Levant. 357 
3.1. Early hominin dispersals 358 
Homo erectus, the first hominin species to disperse beyond Africa, was established in East Africa by 359 
shortly after 2Ma, is found in the Caucasus and Java by 1.8Ma, in China by 1.6Ma, and in Israel by 360 
1.4Ma (Gabunia et al. 2000; Swisher et al. 1994; Zhu et al. 2004; Tchernov 1995). This species had 361 
reached mainland Europe by around 0.8Ma, and Britain by at least 0.78Ma (Bermudez de Castro et 362 
al. 2004; Parfitt et al. 2010). Homo erectus has been characterised as a ‘widespread, polytypic’ 363 
species (Rightmire 1995); no other hominin species endured for as long, and only Homo sapiens has 364 
surpassed its geographical extent. Even when employing a splitting taxonomy Homo erectus is a 365 
morphologically variable species, and the current debate surrounding Skull 5 from Dmanisi 366 
(Lordkipanidze et al. 2013) may require an admission of even further variability. Its larger brain and 367 
almost modern stature might both have equipped it for rapid dispersal, as might its perceived 368 
dietary and habitat generalism (Robinson 1954; Jolly 1970; but see Wood and Strait 2004; Strait et 369 
al. 2013). The Acheulean technology with which it is primarily associated in Africa might have both 370 
facilitated dietary breadth and enabled the more efficient processing of animal foods. For example, 371 
although Oldowan hominins were able to process faunal bone marrow to some extent (e.g. Madrigal 372 
and Blumenschine 2000; Blumenschine and Pobiner 2007), handaxes might have been more 373 
appropriate tools for the splitting of long bones (e.g. Pante 2013). 374 
3.2. The origin of Homo sapiens 375 
Like Homo erectus, Homo sapiens first appeared in East Africa. A number of early sites dating to after 376 
200ka give an impression of the origin and spread of the species within the region, though many of 377 
the individual specimens are morphologically transitional, retaining archaic features alongside the 378 
hallmarks of biologically modern humans. Furthermore, there is considerable morphological 379 
variability between 200ka and 100ka in the region, with even apparently contemporaneous crania 380 
showing marked differences in their degree of modernity (the relatively modern Omo I and relatively 381 
archaic Omo II being the best example of the latter). Bräuer (1984, 2008, 2012; Bräuer et al. 1997) 382 
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has developed a useful three-grade taxonomy, organising this material into Early Archaic, Late 383 
Archaic, and Modern Homo sapiens based on cranial features. Early Archaics possess Homo sapiens 384 
features such as reduced supraorbital and occipital tori, more vertically oriented lateral walls and an 385 
expanded frontal, with resulting increases in cranial capacity. Late Archaics continue these trends, 386 
but also have apomorphic facial features including canine fossae and inframalar curvature (Bräuer 387 
2008; see also Mbua and Bräuer 2012). This taxonomy continues to be revised due to re-dating and 388 
examination of new and existing specimens, but provides a useful reference point for the following 389 
paragraphs. 390 
Ethiopia is by some distance the country most likely to contain the geographical origin of 391 
anatomically modern Homo sapiens, with the sites of Omo and Herto being the strongest 392 
candidates. The Herto specimens are chronologically very well constrained to between 160±2ka and 393 
154±7ka via dates on the surrounding sandstone and a capping tuff (Clark et al. 2003), whilst the age 394 
range for the Omo fossils is considerably broader, bracketed by the Aliyo and Nakaa’kire tuffs at 395 
104±1ka and 196±2ka, respectively (McDougall et al. 2005, 2008; Brown and Fuller 2008). A later 396 
minimum age for the Omo fossils has been argued based on a proposed correlation of the 397 
deposition dates of the members of the Kibish Formation with those of the east Mediterranean 398 
sapropels (McDougall et al. 2008). If this correlation is causal, with the members of the Kibish 399 
Formation forming rapidly during the same wet phases as the sapropels, the minimum age of Omo I 400 
and II would be 172ka, based on the formation of the overlying layer during the same phase as 401 
eastern Mediterranean Sapropel 6 (Lourens et al. 1996; McDougall et al. 2008). 402 
Morphologically, White and colleagues (2003) consider the Herto hominins to represent a new 403 
subspecies, Homo sapiens idaltu, intermediate between Late Archaic and anatomically modern 404 
Homo sapiens, further suggesting that it is the immediate ancestor of the latter. The archaeology is 405 
also transitional, showing Acheulean elements such as fine-grained basalt handaxes in addition to 406 
the dominant Levallois component including the production of points on obsidian. Bräuer (2008) 407 
considers Omo I to be anatomically modern and Omo II to be Late Archaic, despite their probable 408 
contemporaneity (see McDougall et al. 2008; Brown and Fuller 2008; Brown et al. 2012). This 409 
apparent anomaly is a prime example of the fact, often stated in analyses of putative Homo sapiens 410 
crania, that the modern human anatomical mosaic appears piecemeal, with both geographical and 411 
temporal trends being apparently discontinuous at the scale of analysis permitted by the specimens 412 
available. Elsewhere in Ethiopia, and somewhat later, four hominin crania from Aduma and a further 413 
right parietal from Bouri, around 10km to the southeast, date to between 84ka and 105ka (Haile-414 
Selassie et al. 2004; Yellen et al. 2005). The relatively complete ADU-VP-1/3 cranium from Aduma is 415 
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considered to show some Late Archaic features, but is essentially modern (Haile-Selassie et al. 416 
2004:9). 417 
Beyond Ethiopia, East African early Homo sapiens material comes primarily from Kenya, Tanzania, 418 
and Sudan; the relevant fossil localities are surveyed briefly here. From Kenya, the most 419 
chronologically relevant specimens are the Late Archaics from Eliye Springs (the ES-11693 cranium) 420 
and Ileret (the KNM-ER 3884 cranium and KNM-ER 999 femur). The former is from the West Turkana 421 
area but lacks a clear stratigraphic context, being generically assigned to the period between 200ka 422 
and 300ka (Bräuer and Leakey 1986). It has morphological affinities to Omo II and Laetoli 18, but also 423 
shows more primitive features characteristic of the Early Archaics from Eyasi and Ndutu (Bräuer and 424 
Leakey 1986; Bräuer 1989). The very thick cranial vault, once considered a primitive trait, is now 425 
regarded as being a pathological alteration due to chronic anaemia (Bräuer et al. 2003). The Ileret 426 
cranium is considered Late Archaic, though a number of modern features lead Bräuer and colleagues 427 
(1997) to suggest that it is a possible transitional form between Archaics and Moderns. These 428 
authors also find similarities between KNM-ER 999 and the femoral sample from the Israeli sites of 429 
Qafzeh and Skhul (see below). Both KNM-ER 3884 and KNM-ER 999 are thought to date to between 430 
270 and 300ka. 431 
Tanzania has also provided a rich fossil record for the study of modern human origins, with 432 
specimens from Eyasi, Mumba, and Laetoli all contributing to the debate. A U-series date on the 433 
overlying Mumba Beds gives a minimum age for the three Lake Eyasi crania of 131ka (Mehlman 434 
1987). Based on morphological analyses of the most complete cranium (EH01), faunal and 435 
archaeological analyses (Mehlman 1984, 1987), and local geology, Bräuer and Mabulla (1996) 436 
conclude that the Eyasi hominins are of Middle Pleistocene date, probably between 200 and 400ka. 437 
EH01 is morphologically similar to other East African fossils such as those from Ileret and Eliye 438 
Springs, as well as Laetoli 18; it is thus transitional between Early and Late Archaics (sensu Bräuer 439 
2008). An additional hominin frontal bone from Lake Eyasi, designated EH06, was reported in 2008 440 
(Domínguez-Rodrigo et al. 2008). EH06 is morphologically similar to EH01, but is dated via ESR and 441 
U-series to between 88ka and 132ka, leading Domínguez-Rodrigo and colleagues (2008:903) to 442 
argue that archaic features may have persisted relatively late in the region. 443 
The chronologically late but morphologically primitive EH06 provides an interesting counterpoint to 444 
the ‘unequivocally modern’ material from Mumba Rock Shelter, just over three kilometres away 445 
from Eyasi (Bräuer and Mehlman 1988). Dated by Uranium-Thorium to at least 125ka, the three 446 
molars comprising Mumba XXI are of a similar age to EH06, but if their modern attribution is correct 447 
they are indicative of a very different morph. Also of similar age is LH18, from the Ngaloba Beds at 448 
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Laetoli (Day et al. 1980; Magori and Day 1983), dated via uranium-thorium on associated animal 449 
bones to 129±4ka (Hay 1987). This fragmented cranium is considered to show a mosaic of archaic 450 
and modern features, with similarities to both EH06 and Omo I (Magori and Day 1983; Bräuer 2008). 451 
Finally, the important Singa calvaria from Sudan appears to be at or the near the morphological 452 
boundary between Late Archaic and Early Modern Homo sapiens (Stringer et al. 1985; McDermott et 453 
al. 1996; Spoor et al. 1998). Though Stringer (1979) stressed the archaic elements of the specimen, 454 
McDermott and colleagues view Singa as representing “an African population that immediately 455 
preceded the appearance of H. sapiens in Africa and in the Levant” (McDermott et al. 1996:515). The 456 
mixture of modern and archaic morphology, together with pathological features identified via CT 457 
scans (Spoor et al. 1998) make Singa an enigmatic specimen, and uranium-thorium dates suggesting 458 
the calvaria pre-dates 133ka also suggest that it may be important in the piecemeal evolution 459 
towards anatomical modernity. 460 
3.3. Early Homo sapiens in the Levant 461 
Whilst arguments over which Homo sapiens fossils are the earliest within Africa remain to be 462 
resolved, there is no doubt that the earliest members of our species to leave Africa are represented 463 
by the skeletal material from the Israeli cave sites of Qafzeh and Skhul. Indeed, well dated fossils of 464 
Homo sapiens outside Africa and the Levant do not appear until ≈45ka, despite probable 465 
archaeological indicators of modern human presence in some areas well before this date (see Boivin 466 
et al. 2013). As the current paper focuses on the climatic background to this earliest appearance of 467 
modern Homo sapiens outside Africa, the following paragraphs discuss the material from Qafzeh and 468 
Skhul in some detail, focusing on the considerable efforts that have been given to the dating of the 469 
deposits. Although Qafzeh and Skhul are considered by the majority of researchers to represent a 470 
short-lived and ultimately unsuccessful early dispersal event (e.g. Shea 2003, 2008; Mellars 2006), 471 
with modern humans replaced by Neanderthals in the Levant after c.70ka, a combination of the 472 
wide date ranges on these two sites and recent genetic analyses dating the timing of the dispersal 473 
event leading to all non-African Homo sapiens show that there is considerable ambiguity 474 
surrounding this conclusion. The genetic evidence is addressed in detail in section 3.4. 475 
3.3.1. Qafzeh 476 
Qafzeh cave, near Nazareth in Lower Galilee, Israel, was excavated by Neuville and Stekelis from 477 
1932-5 and by Vandermeersh from 1965-79 (Vandermeersh 1981). The five complete burials and 478 
fragmentary remains of up to 11 other individuals from layers XV and XVII show some primitive 479 
features (Stringer and Trinkaus 1981), but are unequivocally modern humans. Dates are provided by 480 
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Valladas et al. (1988), Schwarcz et al. (1988), McDermott et al. (1993), and Yokoyama et al. (1997). 481 
Valladas et al. (1988) provide thermoluminescence dates on 20 burnt flints; those on layer XVII, from 482 
which hominins 8-12 and 14-17 were recovered, date to between 87.8 ± 7.2ka and 107.2 ± 8.8ka, 483 
with the overall range of dates on layers XVII to XXIII spanning 82.4 ± 7.7ka to 109.9 ± 9.9ka. They 484 
provide a weighted mean of 92 ± 5ka for layers XVII to XXIII as a representative terminus post quem 485 
for the hominin sample, and note that when experimental errors are taken into account there are no 486 
systematic differences in age between the layers, suggesting that the deposits accumulated rapidly. 487 
Schwarcz et al. (1988) provided ESR dates on bovid tooth enamel samples from the odd-numbered 488 
layers from XV to XXI, with an overall range using an early uptake (EU) model of 73.7ka to 119.0ka, 489 
and using a linear uptake (LU) model of 89.1ka to 145.0ka (no errors are given on the individual 490 
dates). The dates on layer XV, from which hominins 13 and 18 derive, are not significantly different 491 
from dates on the other layers; Schwarcz et al. (1988) thus provide weighted means for the whole 492 
sequence of 96 ± 13ka under EU-ESR and 115 ± 15ka under LU-ESR. Two of Scharcz et al.’s (1988) 493 
samples from layer XIX were re-dated by McDermott et al. (1993) using U-series methods, yielding 494 
dates of           
     ka on an enamel sample and            
     ka on a sample of dentine. 495 
Yokoyama et al. (1997) provide direct U-series dates on the cranium of Qafzeh 6 using non-496 
destructive gamma-ray spectrometry, with U-Th giving      
   ka and U-Pa giving     
   ka; these 497 
authors regard the latter age as more reliable, primarily due to its closer agreement with the findings 498 
of Valladas et al. (1988) and Schwarcz et al. (1988). Finally, a useful Bayesian stratigraphic model 499 
provided by Millard (2008) estimates an age of 87.0 – 95.2ka for the layer XVII hominins and 87.6 – 500 
96.9ka for hominins 3 and 6. Given the lack of systematic age variance between layers and the 501 
arguments for rapid accumulation provided by Valladas et al. (1988) and Schwarcz et al. (1988), 502 
Millard (2008) further suggests that the layer XV hominins are likely to be of similar age to those 503 
from layer XVII. It should be noted, however, that only those ages from Valladas et al. (1988) are 504 
directly incorporated in Millard’s (2008) model due to the lack of error margins in the Schwarcz et al. 505 
(1988) publication. 506 
Figure 3 shows all published dates from Qafzeh, together with a band equivalent to Millard’s (2008) 507 
Bayesian stratigraphic model encompassing hominins 3, 6, 8-12, and 14-17. Despite the fact that 508 
Millard’s (2008) model is informed only by the dates from Valladas et al. (1988), and the caveat that 509 
there is considerable variation in the dates, it is clear that the other three empirical studies 510 
represented by the figure (Schwarcz et al. 1988; McDermott et al. 1993; Yokoyama et al. 1997) tend 511 
to support the bracket of c.87ka to c.97ka for the accumulation of the hominin material. This is 512 
particularly the case when EU-ESR dates are favoured over those produced via LU-ESR, which are in 513 
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some cases considerably older. It can be asserted with relative confidence, therefore, that modern 514 
humans reached Qafzeh sometime within this 10ka date range. 515 
3.3.2. Skhul 516 
The site of Skhul, less than 50km from Qafzeh, was initially excavated by McCown as part of Garrod’s 517 
Mount Carmel project between 1929 and 1935 (Garrod and Bate 1937; McCown and Keith 1939). 518 
There are three main stratigraphic layers (A-C), with the 10 hominins, most of which were 519 
intentionally buried (Stringer et al. 1989), occurring in layer B. Although layer B is internally divided 520 
into the softer sub-layer B1 and the harder B2, it is not clear from which of the sub-layers the 521 
hominins derive. Grün and colleagues (2005:329) note, however, that the burials of Skhul II, V, and 522 
XI come from increasingly harder sediments, while Garrod and Bate’s (1937) diagrams show Skhul IX 523 
as buried close to the bedrock. Dates come from ESR on bovid teeth (Stringer et al. 1989; Grün et al. 524 
2005), thermoluminescence on burnt flints (Mercier et al. 1993), and U-series analyses of faunal 525 
teeth and bones (McDermott et al 1993; Grün et al. 2005). Importantly, the study of Grün and 526 
colleagues (2005) also directly dated a molar from the Skhul II specimen and bone fragments from 527 
Skhul IX using a combined ESR and U-series approach. 528 
The seven samples from two bovid teeth analysed by Stringer et al. (1989) yielded age ranges of 54.6 529 
± 10.3ka to 101.0 ± 19.0ka on the EU-ESR model and 77.2 ± 15.7ka to 119.0 ± 25.1ka on LU-ESR; 530 
these authors provide weighted means of 81 ± 15ka and 101 ± 12ka respectively. McDermott and 531 
colleagues (1993) dated the same teeth via U-series analysis, additionally providing dates on two 532 
rhinoceros teeth from layer B. While their U-series date for one of the teeth (Sample 521) is not 533 
dissimilar to that attained via EU-ESR at           
     ka, their other dates are much later, ranging from 534 
          
     ka to           
     ka. McDermott et al. (1993) note that these later dates could be 535 
indicative of post-depositional uranium uptake, but also raise the possibility, suggested initially by 536 
McCown (1937), that the Skhul hominins could fall into two chronologically distinct groups, with the 537 
sub-50ka dates indicate of the later group. 538 
Some of the earliest dates for Skhul layer B are provided by the thermoluminescence analyses of 539 
Mercier et al. (1993) on burnt flints from the site. These range from 99.5 ± 15.9ka to 166.8 ± 26.8ka, 540 
with a weighted mean of 119 ± 18ka, and are thus considerably closer to the linear uptake dates of 541 
by Stringer et al. (1989) than those provided via the early uptake model. Indeed, the analyses of 542 
Grün et al. (2005) demonstrate the benefits of the former model, and accordingly LU dates alone are 543 
considered here. The combined LU-ESR / open system U-series weighted means provided by Grün et 544 
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al. (2005) range from     
   ka to       
   ka, though the oldest dates are on a sample recovered from 545 
within 2 to 5cm of the bedrock. 546 
Grün et al. (2005) again sampled the two teeth sampled by Stringer et al. (1989) and McDermott et 547 
al. (1993), yielding ages of       
   ka and      
   ka. Additionally, these authors dated a tooth from a 548 
bovid skull directly associated with Skhul IX and a tooth from a pig mandible found with Skhul V; 549 
these yielded ages of       
   ka and      
   ka respectively. Fragments of bone from Skhul IX provided 550 
a U-series age of 131 ± 2ka, but the authors regard this as potentially suspect (Grün et al. 2005:326). 551 
A molar from the Skhul II skeleton, however, gave a reliable age of       
   ka. Summarising their 552 
results, Grün et al. (2005) consider two possible scenarios for the burials of Skhul II, V, and IX: firstly, 553 
that the three burials took place over a relatively short period of time within the interval 100ka to 554 
135ka, and secondly that the more primitive Skhul IX was buried before the other two specimens, 555 
with a date for Skhul II and V given by the weighted mean of their two average US-ESR results at 556 
     
   ka. 557 
Figure 4 shows all published dates from Skhul, together with Grün et al.’s (2005) estimate for Skhul II 558 
and V. Also shown is Millard’s (2008) Bayesian stratigraphic model for Skhul V, which gives an LU-ESR 559 
age bracket of 71-115ka. Millard (2008) also gives a bracket for Skhul IX of 106-173ka, and for all 560 
other hominins of 43-158ka. His analyses, however, cannot accommodate the combined U-series / 561 
ESR dates provided by Grün et al. (2005). The dates for Skhul are noticeably less constrained than 562 
those for Qafzeh, as the bounds on Millard’s (2008) Bayesian modelling make abundantly clear. This 563 
may be due to the possibility that the Skhul burials do not represent one continuous phase of 564 
deposition, as noted by Grün et al. (2005). Importantly, however, both Millard’s (2008) estimate for 565 
Skhul V and Grün et al.’s (2005) estimate for Skhul II and V overlap the period from c.87 to c.97ka 566 
that is the most likely age of deposition at Qafzeh. Furthermore, the age estimates for both sites 567 
accord well with recent genetic data on the initial dispersal of Homo sapiens out of Africa. 568 
3.4. The genetics of Homo sapiens dispersal 569 
Genetic studies have added considerably to the body of research on modern human origins, yet 570 
estimates of divergence and dispersal times are highly variable, and are fraught with methodological 571 
problems (Cox 2008; Endicott et al. 2009). The conclusion that the initial (successful) dispersal of 572 
modern humans out of Africa occurred at c.60ka is widely accepted, yet in a review of the relevant 573 
literature Boivin et al. (2013) found studies producing or employing estimates of between 85ka and 574 
45ka. There are many potential reasons for such discrepancies, and together they highlight the 575 
uncertainties inherent in the use of ‘genetic clock’ methods for estimating divergence dates. 576 
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Potential sources of inaccuracy are briefly discussed here, and are highlighted by considering two 577 
recent estimates of the ‘Out of Africa II’ event (Scally and Durbin 2012; Fu et al. 2013). The overlap in 578 
these two estimates offers some hope of resolution, and suggests that the widely held assumption 579 
that Qafzeh and Skhul represent a ‘failed migration’ is by no means definitive. 580 
Discrepancies in estimates of the Homo sapiens dispersal out of Africa (that is, the coalescence date 581 
of non-African populations) are caused by assumptions regarding the operation of the ‘molecular 582 
clock’, primarily the dating of the split used to calibrate the clock (normally the human-chimpanzee 583 
split) and the plausibility of constant mutation rates through evolutionary time, though the two 584 
methods by which the mutation rate itself is calculated also provide intriguing conflicts. The date of 585 
chimpanzee-human divergence is usually assumed to be c.6Ma, but putative fossil hominins close to 586 
or even pre-dating 6Ma (e.g. Orrorin tugenensis (Senut et al. 2001), Sahelanthropus tchadensis 587 
(Brunet et al. 2002)) cast doubt on this date, and molecular estimates themselves give ages between 588 
4Ma and 8Ma (Bradley 2008). Calculated mutation rates produced via phylogenetic estimates (based 589 
on the proportion of differences between extant species and the ages of dated fossils ancestral to 590 
them) and pedigree-based estimates (per-generation calculations based on complete genomes of 591 
parents and their offspring) show considerable discrepancy, with the latter being considerably lower.  592 
Perhaps most contentious, however, is the assumption that mutation rates have been constant 593 
through evolutionary time. The major problem in this case stems from use of the   averaging 594 
statistic, which has been shown by Cox (2008) to be considerably affected by population size and 595 
structure. Effective population sizes, as well as the effects of bottlenecks, founder effects, and 596 
reproductively divided populations all alter rate calculations, with Cox (2008) demonstrating that 597 
date estimates based on   have a downward (i.e. younger) bias, large asymmetric error variances, 598 
and a considerable risk of type I error. Many autosomal studies (e.g. Barreiro et al. 2005; Garrigan 599 
and Hammer 2006; Plagnol and Wall 2006) provide evidence supporting the intuitive notion that 600 
human populations were small and reproductively isolated during periods in human evolution 601 
preceding the Out of Africa I migration. The fossil evidence of considerable morphological variation 602 
in pene-contemporary early Homo sapiens populations surveyed above further supports this notion, 603 
as do morphometric studies of such variation. Gunz et al. (2009), for example, argue based on cranial 604 
morphometrics that early modern humans were already divided into different populations in 605 
Pleistocene Africa prior to dispersal. Evidence that mutation rates have slowed recently in the 606 
primates comes from Kim et al. (2006), suggesting that the assumption of constant mutation rates 607 
through evolutionary time is highly questionable. 608 
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Recently, estimates of pedigree-based whole genome mutation rates have been used to suggest a 609 
very different timescale for key events in human evolution, including the dispersal of Homo sapiens 610 
from Africa. Scally and Durbin (2012) rescale previous estimates provided using phylogenetically 611 
derived rates (typically in the region of 10-9 per base pair per year) with the pedigree-based rate 612 
estimate of 0.5×10-9bp-1year-1 (i.e. half the phylogenetic rate estimate). This analysis yields nuclear 613 
genomic estimates of the split between the Yoruba and non-Africans (a proxy for the dispersal date) 614 
at between 90ka and 130ka, markedly older than the standard estimate of around 60ka. This date 615 
bracket does, however, correspond remarkably well to the bracket of 80-140ka provided by Keinan 616 
et al. (2007) for an early human bottleneck evident in single-nucleotide polymorphism data from the 617 
HapMap Project (Altshuler et al. 2005; Frazer et al. 2007). Keinan and collagues (2007; see also Wall 618 
et al. 2009) found evidence for two bottlenecks in this extensive dataset, neither of which 619 
encompasses the standard dispersal date of 60ka (the second bottleneck corresponds broadly to the 620 
LGM). 621 
An interesting counterpoint to the above discussion, however, comes from results published by Fu et 622 
al. (2013), who argue via mtDNA sequences from ten radiocarbon dated prehistoric modern human 623 
specimens that the upper bound for the dispersal of Homo sapiens lies in the range between 62.4ka 624 
and 94.9ka (mean = 78.3ka). This finding would tend to revise the dispersal date back towards the 625 
traditional view, but note that the mean of 78.3ka is still substantially earlier than the figure of 626 
c.60ka, and pre-dates the Toba ‘super-eruption’, thought by a few researchers to be the cause of a 627 
substantial bottleneck prior to dispersal (e.g. Ambrose 1998; but see Petraglia et al. 2007). Although 628 
there are problems with the Fu et al. (2013) analysis – half the specimens come from just two sites 629 
(Dolni Vestonice and Oberkassel) – if it is cautiously interpreted it can be a useful addition to the 630 
debate. Although the authors admit (Fu et al. 2013:553) that mtDNA analyses tend to provide biased 631 
estimates of divergence dates, they correctly assert that such dates are statistically valid upper 632 
bounds. Thus a conservative use of Fu et al.’s (2013) findings would suggest that the dispersal of 633 
Homo sapiens out of Africa occurred after 95ka. 634 
Putting the dispersal estimates of Scally and Durbin (2012) and Fu et al. (2013) together results in a 635 
period of overlap between the two estimates at 90-95ka. Given that the former paper uses a 636 
pedigree-based mutation rate estimate on whole genomes whilst the latter uses a phylogenetic 637 
mutation rate estimate on mtDNA data, it is gratifying that they overlap at all. More important, 638 
however, is the fact that this window of overlap is within Millard’s (2008) Bayesian stratigraphic 639 
estimate for the occupation of Qafzeh, and within both Millard’s (2008) and Grün et al.’s (2005) 640 
estimates for the occupation of Skhul. Whilst certainly not conclusive, this revised chronology, 641 
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shown in Figure 5, forces us to admit the possibility that the inhabitants of Qafzeh and Skhul, and 642 
perhaps the postulated early Homo sapiens incursions into the Arabian peninsula (e.g. Armitage et 643 
al. 2011; Rose et al. 2011; Boivin et al. 2013) and ultimately India (Petraglia et al. 2007), were not 644 
‘failed dispersals’, but played a role in the successful global diaspora of modern humans. 645 
4. Climatic instability, plasticity, and dispersal 646 
Section 2 demonstrated the pervasive effect of climatic variability in promoting plasticity, and 647 
further showed that successfully dispersing species are often those with a greater degree of 648 
plasticity. Section 3 detailed the evidence for the first appearance of Homo sapiens in Africa and its 649 
initial dispersal into the Levant at the sites of Skhul and Qafzeh. The current section introduces a 650 
model rooted in the biological theory of evolving plasticity, examines some basic results of that 651 
model using synthetic environments, and concludes by employing the model in conjunction with an 652 
empirical palaeoclimatic dataset directly relevant to the dispersal of Homo sapiens out of East Africa 653 
and into the Levant. Much research is now focused on the interaction between climatic change or 654 
variability and key events in human evolution such as patterns of speciation and extinction, the 655 
origin of our genus, the appearance of novel technologies, and the dispersal of hominin populations 656 
(e.g. Grove 2011a, 2011b, 2012a, 2012b; Potts 1998, 2013; Trauth et al. 2007, 2010). There is still 657 
much work to be done, however, on the precise nature of the relationships between climatic 658 
variables and trajectories of human evolution. In particular, more is needed on the distinction 659 
between the effects of variability and change (sensu Grove 2011b), and the analysis of specific, 660 
localized records directly relevant to the hominin populations under study. 661 
The generic picture of the Homo sapiens dispersal into the Levant at c.90ka asserts that the climatic 662 
amelioration of MIS5 allowed the expansion of hominin populations out of Africa, following what is 663 
widely considered to be a bottleneck caused by the severe glacial conditions of MIS6. This is 664 
undoubtedly part of the story, but the increasing resolution and number of climatic records from 665 
East Africa between 200ka and the consolidation of the LSA should enable us to more closely 666 
examine potential drivers of expansion and dispersal, and to refine the picture of the particular 667 
trends in those records that correlate with the appearance of modern humans in regions from which 668 
they were previously absent. The following sections introduce a model that directly examines 669 
evolutionary trends through time in response to environmental data, validate that model with 670 
synthetic data, and finally implement it using a palaeoclimatic dataset from East Africa. The output 671 
of the model when used with such data allows for the formulation of predictions relating particular 672 
climatic trends to the evolution of plasticity and related dispersal capabilities. 673 
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4.1. A model of evolution under climatic instability 674 
The model presented here is best described as a simple evolutionary algorithm (EA). It was designed 675 
to discover which kinds of climatic conditions lead to greater plasticity, and to simultaneously track 676 
the strength of directional selection and the fitness of the model population. Evolutionary 677 
algorithms first appeared in the computer science literature in the late 1950s and early 60s (see 678 
reviews by Bäck et al. 1991 and Mitchell 1996), and achieved something like their modern form with 679 
the work of Holland (1975). The work by Holland and colleagues on Genetic Algorithms (GAs; e.g. 680 
Holland 1975, 2000) contains some of the most widely known examples, but GAs are just one 681 
example of the use of evolution-like processes to solve complex problems. Since in silico evolution, 682 
like biological evolution, can rapidly search vast parameter spaces to find sets of successful 683 
solutions, EAs have found a substantial foothold as optimization algorithms in disciplines such as 684 
engineering. The model reported here, however, is somewhat closer in motivation to the original 685 
models of Holland (1975), in that is uses a computer programme to simulate and learn directly about 686 
the process of biological evolution. 687 
Most EAs are designed to solve a static problem, or to find a single ‘fittest’ solution. The current 688 
model, by contrast, features a population that adapts to an environment which is itself constantly 689 
changing, and is thus a more direct analogue of biological evolution. The model features a fixed 690 
population size of 1000 individuals, with each individual having a single ‘chromosome’ encoding two 691 
values: the first value describes the environment to which the individual is the best suited, whilst the 692 
second is a measure of the individual’s tolerance of surrounding environments. Mathematically, 693 
these two values are equivalent to the mean and standard deviation of a normal distribution which 694 
describes the individual’s fitness over a proscribed range of environmental states (much like the 695 
curves produced in Figure 1). The two values for each individual are randomly seeded at the start of 696 
a simulation run by calling random variates from a normal distribution with a mean equivalent to the 697 
value of the environment in the first generation of the simulation and an arbitrarily small standard 698 
deviation of 0.25. Each generation a new environmental value occurs (it may be the same or 699 
different to the environmental value of the previous generation, depending upon the environment 700 
loaded into the program) and the fitness of each individual is evaluated. The fitness of an individual 701 
is the value of the normal probability density function given the environmental value and the mean 702 
and standard deviation of the individual. 703 
Selection involves a simple ranking of individuals by fitness, with the 500 weakest individuals dying 704 
each generation, to be replaced by the offspring of a selection of the 500 fittest individuals. 705 
Individuals are selected as parents using Fitness-Proportionate Selection (FPS; see Mitchell 1996), 706 
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whereby the probability of an individual being a parent, provided it is in the fittest half of the 707 
population, is directly proportional to its fitness. Since each individual has only two ‘loci’ on its 708 
chromosome, of the four possible offspring two will be clones of one of the parents (see Figure 6), 709 
with the other two being chromosomes potentially new to the population. Reproduction is thus one 710 
mechanism through which variation in the population is generated, with the second being mutation. 711 
Mutation is affected by the addition of a random variate, uniformly distributed on the interval (-712 
0.005, 0.005), being added to each locus of each new offspring. The processes of selection, 713 
reproduction, and mutation are repeated each generation, in the relation to the environment 714 
experienced in that generation. A full illustration of model flow is given in Figure 7. 715 
4.2. Basic model results 716 
The model was first run on a series of synthetic environments designed to test responses to 717 
environmental change and variability. A final analysis tested the ability of populations adapted to 718 
varying levels of climatic variability to move successfully into different environmental regimes. 719 
Throughout, the averages of the mean, standard deviation, and fitness of the population are plotted 720 
and examined. In terms of the prior discussions, the standard deviation is regarded as being a 721 
measure of plasticity in the population. Key results are briefly summarised here; for a full, technical 722 
appreciation of the model, see Grove (2014). 723 
4.2.1. Simple perturbation 724 
The first analysis is designed to test the effects of a simple, directional change in climate on the 725 
model population. The environment consists of two simple shifts, from 1 to 1.5 in 0.01 unit per 726 
generation increments between generations 50 and 100, and similarly back to 1 between 727 
generations 550 and 600. The staging of these shifts is chosen to allow the population sufficient time 728 
to adapt to the first perturbation before initiating the second (with adaptation to the new 729 
environment considered complete when the mean of the output is equal to the value of the 730 
environment). The change from 1 to 1.5 (or vice versa) is slightly sloped rather than abrupt to allow 731 
the population to track it successfully. This reflects an immediate finding of the model: large, abrupt 732 
changes simply lead to ‘extinction’ due to the fact that, when there is not sufficient genotypic 733 
variation in the population, an abrupt change in environment leads to all existing genotypes having 734 
zero fitness. This finding is expanded upon below in relation to varying amplitudes of environmental 735 
variability. 736 
Figure 8 shows the output of this model, with the environment plotted in Figure 8a. Figure 8b shows 737 
that the mean of the population rises sigmoidally to reach the new environmental value. As one 738 
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would expect, there is a considerable lag in reaching this new value, and it is important to note that 739 
the population is only able to tolerate the change and continue to evolve towards the new 740 
environmental value due to rapid increases in the SD. Figure 8c demonstrates that as soon as the 741 
environment is perturbed, the SD begins to increase rapidly. The peak in plasticity corresponds to 742 
the point at which the mean is increasing most rapidly. Beyond this point the SD decreases again: 743 
such a wide tolerance is no longer needed as the mean approaches the optimum. Thus, a 744 
fundamental finding is that increases in the SD are a fundamental aspect of adaptation to the new 745 
environment. Finally, Figure 8d demonstrates that fitness declines abruptly when the environment is 746 
perturbed, as the population at the point of perturbation is well adapted to the prior environment. 747 
Though increasing values of the SD after perturbation do increase fitness (they would not be 748 
selected for otherwise), the most notable increases in fitness occur as the mean approaches the new 749 
environmental value and the SD declines. This finding requires a subtle deconstruction of causality: 750 
environmental change causes reduced fitness, and also causes increases in the SD; although high SD 751 
values are associated throughout with relatively low fitness, they in fact cause an increase in fitness 752 
relative to fitness levels the population would have achieved without increased SD values. 753 
4.2.2. Changing amplitudes of environmental variability 754 
The environment in this second analysis is a simple sine wave of period (500/23)≈ 21.74 generations. 755 
It has an amplitude of 0.4 from generations 1-500 and 1001-1500, and an amplitude of 2 from 756 
generations 501-1000. The changes in amplitude are marked as 1 and 2 in Figure 9, with Figure 9a 757 
showing the environment. 758 
Figure 9b shows that the mean asymptotes and remains throughout at a value close to 0, the mean 759 
of the environmental oscillation. It also maintains an oscillation in period equivalent to that of the 760 
sine wave, but at a much lower amplitude of ≈ 0.02. That the amplitude of the mean is much lower 761 
than that of the environment is due to the buffering effects of the SD. Figure 9c shows that the SD 762 
quickly settles to a level sufficient to minimize the effects of environmental fluctuation on the 763 
population in generations 1-500 (prior to Line 1 in Figure 9). It also maintains an oscillation with a 764 
period half that of the environment, but again at a low amplitude of ≈0.02 throughout (the period is 765 
half that of the environment because it is the magnitude of the absolute difference between the 766 
mean and the environment that governs selection on the SD). After Line 1, as the amplitude of 767 
environmental change increases, the SD increases with it, though there is again an inevitable lag. 768 
After Line 2, as the amplitude of environmental change decreases, so the SD also decreases. The 769 
critical finding here is that increases in the amplitude of environmental variability lead to increases 770 
in the SD. This is in line with much of the work by Potts (1998, 2013) and Grove (2011a, 2011b) on 771 
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the effects of environmental variability. However, note from Section 4.2.1. that directional 772 
environmental change also leads to increases in the SD; the primary difference is that change 773 
increases the SD as a short-term buffer, whereas variability maintains a consistently high SD 774 
equivalent to a standing level of plasticity in the population. 775 
Figure 9d (grey line) shows that fitness oscillates at high amplitude relative to the environment, and 776 
is generally higher in generations 1-500 and 1001-1500 (i.e. prior to Line 1 and after Line 2, when the 777 
environment is varying at lower amplitude). The black line in Figure 9d gives an exponentially 778 
smoothed fitness trajectory which is more useful for interpretation. In terms of the capacity for 779 
dispersal, the most important area of Figure 9d is that covering the ~100 generations following Line 780 
2, when environmental variability is at low amplitude but the SD remains high. This combination 781 
leads to very low variance in fitness, noted in Section 2 as critical for survival under climatic 782 
instability. It is during this period, when the SD remains at a level greater than that required by the 783 
environment, when the population is best equipped to disperse into neighbouring regions. High 784 
levels of the SD equip the population to deal with a greater range of environments than the range 785 
they are actually experiencing in situ. 786 
4.2.3. Standing plasticity and the response to relocation 787 
The final analysis performed with the model using synthetic data involves two populations. Initially, 788 
the two populations face separate environments with equal means of zero but different levels of 789 
environmental variability (one at an amplitude of 2.0, the other at an amplitude of 0.4). The 790 
variability is slowly increased over the first 500 generations in both cases. After 1000 generations, 791 
both populations are transferred to a new environment with a mean of 1 and an amplitude of 0.4. 792 
The environments experienced by both populations are plotted in Figure 10a. It should be noted that 793 
the two populations are not strictly competing in the latter environment; rather, the model is run as 794 
though there is ample space for both, and examines how long it takes each to acclimatise. 795 
Figure 10b shows that during the first 1000 generations the means of the two populations are very 796 
similar, despite the marked difference in environmental variability. This is because both 797 
environments have means of 0, and the greater variability in Environment 2 (blue) is accommodated 798 
via higher SD values in Population 2. After the switch to the second environment after 1000 799 
generations (purple line, experienced by both populations), Population 2 (blue) approaches the new 800 
environmental mean of 1 at a faster rate. Figure 10c demonstrates that, as expected following the 801 
results of Section 4.2.2., the population experiencing higher environmental variability (Population 2) 802 
develops a markedly higher SD than the low-variability population. After 1000 generations, the SDs 803 
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of both populations increase further, but for Population 2 it is a short-lived increase, after which the 804 
SD declines steadily to reach the level shown during the first 1000 generations by Population 1. The 805 
SD of Population 1 after 1000 generations increases rapidly, peaking after 1340 generations and 806 
thereafter declining to a level similar to that of the first 1000 generations. 807 
The fitness of the two populations, graphed in Figures 10d and 10e, shows some interesting features 808 
that are informative about the abilities of populations witnessing different levels of environmental 809 
variability to colonise new environments. For the first 1000 generations, fitness is higher in 810 
Population 1 simply because it experiences a less variable environment. In the second 1000 811 
generations, however, after displacement to the new environment, the fitness of Population 2 is 812 
consistently higher (this is considerably clearer in the inset Figure 10e). This is because the greater 813 
SDs of Population 2 provide more variation in fitness for selection to act upon. The existence of such 814 
variation allows selection to pull the mean more quickly towards the new environmental value. The 815 
crucial finding here, therefore, is that populations experiencing greater levels of environmental 816 
variability will be more capable of successfully colonising new environments due to their elevated 817 
levels of plasticity. This finding is directly in line with the thinking of evolutionary theorists such as 818 
Mayr (1965) and Baker (1965). Environmental variability is key in retaining higher levels of plasticity, 819 
as in static environments selection will quickly reduce plasticity to increase fitness. In Holland’s 820 
(1975) terms, a population experiencing a relatively constant environment will become ‘over-821 
adapted’ to that environment, and will thus be incapable of adapting to environmental change. 822 
4.3. Expectations regarding dispersal 823 
Sections 4.2.1. and 4.2.2. show the basic responses of the model to climatic change and variability, 824 
and section 4.2.3. gives an impression of the value of plasticity in a relocation scenario. Putting these 825 
findings together, we can begin to formulate a series of expectations about the environmental 826 
conditions that favour dispersal; we can then search for these conditions in empirical palaeoclimate 827 
curves to find chronological intervals during which dispersal would have been particularly likely. 828 
Grove et al. (submitted) put forward a simple dispersal hypothesis based on the facts that a) 829 
temporal variability in the environment can lead to the evolution of plasticity and b) successful 830 
dispersers tend to be highly plastic relative to unsuccessful sister taxa. They suggest that dispersal is 831 
most likely in stable periods immediately following periods of high climatic variability. In such stable 832 
periods, plasticity accumulated during conditions of high environmental variability is expressed in 833 
dispersal; animals are tolerant of a wider range of conditions than those they experience in their 834 
natal environments, and are thus equipped for dispersal into neighbouring regions. The modelling 835 
detailed above supports this hypothesis in generic terms, but also allows for the formulation of some 836 
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more precise expectations in terms of plasticity and fitness. Animals are particularly well equipped 837 
for dispersal when: 838 
1. Relatively stable climatic periods immediately follow periods of high climatic variability. 839 
This situation has a number of recurrent correlates in the model: 840 
2. The SD is relatively high but declining. And; 841 
3. Fitness is relatively low but increasing. 842 
(3) also entails the further correlate that population size is increasing, but since this is not explicitly 843 
tested here, confirmation is left to future work. The empirical record below, therefore, is examined 844 
for the timing of the above indicators. 845 
4.4. Running the model with palaeoclimatic data 846 
As the focus of the current contribution is the early dispersal of Homo sapiens populations out of 847 
East Africa and into the Levant, a palaeoclimatic dataset from Ethiopia – the most likely origin point 848 
of modern humans – was chosen as the empirical record on which to run the model. The preceding 849 
analyses give a flavour of the basic results to be expected from simple, synthetic environments, but 850 
the analyses reported in the current section allow for the derivation of predictions about the timing 851 
of dispersal. The empirical record is simply substituted for the synthetic records thus far used, with 852 
run length adjusted accordingly. The value of implementing the model in this way is that it allows us 853 
to search the output for the occurrence and timing of any of the indicators indentified above as 854 
likely correlates of or stimuli towards dispersal. 855 
Lake Tana is situated on the basaltic plateau of northwest Ethiopia, at 12°N, 37°15′E (see Marshall et 856 
al. 2011 for a full geological description). It is fed by four permanent rivers, and forms the source of 857 
the Blue Nile. Extensive work on palaeoenvironmental proxies covering the last 250ka from Lake 858 
Tana cores has been carried out by Lamb and colleagues (submitted), and this work should be 859 
consulted for full descriptions of proxy data analysis and age modelling. A relatively continuous 860 
section of data from the Lake Tana cores comprising the calcium / titanium ratio as a precipitation 861 
proxy (see, for example, Jaeschke et al. 2007) between 80ka and 150ka is used as the environmental 862 
input to the model in this case. Although proxy values recovered from the core over this period 863 
average slightly more than one per twenty year interval, they are unevenly spaced in time; since the 864 
model requires evenly spaced chronological intervals, linear interpolation was used to derive one 865 
value per generation (one generation = 20 years). 866 
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Figure 11 shows the output of the model when run on the Lake Tana precipitation proxy from 150ka 867 
to 80ka (note that, unlike previous figures, Figure 11 should be ‘read’ from right to left; that is, the 868 
run starts at 150ka and ends at 80ka). Figure 11a shows the output mean overlaid on the actual 869 
data, and demonstrates that moisture levels fluctuate far too rapidly for the population (as 870 
modelled) to effectively track them via directional selection. The recombination and mutation rates 871 
used in the model are high relative to those of modern humans, though of course recombination in a 872 
diploid organism with 46 chromosomes would lead to the generation of substantially more variation 873 
than occurs in the haploid, two-locus model used here. The relative scaling of these parameters is, 874 
however, of limited importance in the interpretation of the output presented here, as it has only 875 
linear effects on the results (see Grove 2014). Decreasing the mutation rate, for example, further 876 
smoothes the curve of the mean shown in Figure 11a, increasing the distance between it and the 877 
actual climate curve throughout the run; it does not, however, change the position or the relative 878 
heights of the peaks in the SD or fitness output. This leads to a reassuring homogeneity of resulting 879 
SD and fitness output between runs. 880 
Figure 11b provides an interesting example of how both climatic variability and climatic change can 881 
lead to increases in plasticity although, as per the experiments with the synthetic environments 882 
reported above, only high variability has the potential to lead to the long-term maintenance of high 883 
levels of plasticity. The Tana record shows high levels of variability between c.138ka and c.120ka 884 
(Figure 11a, grey line), with accordingly high values of the SD over the same period (Figure 11b). 885 
However, a major directional change in the Tana record at ~113ka also leads to a substantial 886 
increase in the SD, peaking approximately 4ka later, and then quickly declining again to a very low 887 
level by ~103ka. It is at the end of this decline that the first potential dispersal pulse occurs, with the 888 
coincidence of a phase of environmental stability with a high but decreasing level of plasticity and 889 
rapidly increasing fitness (Figure 11c). Similar phases occur from c.102-100ka and c.99-97ka, though 890 
on the low variability criterion alone we might consider these three events to be part of a single 891 
phase (see Figure 11). Aside from possible small pulse around 116ka, the phase comprising these 892 
three events is the only viable dispersal interval between 80ka and 145ka evinced in the Lake Tana 893 
data. This suggests that a significant dispersal event from East Africa could have occurred in the 894 
period c.105-97ka. 895 
Returning to the Levantine data presented in Figures 3 and 4, Qafzeh is most likely to have been 896 
inhabited sometime between c.87ka and c.97ka, with a somewhat less constrained date for Skhul V 897 
of c.71-115ka (Millard 2008) or, using Grün et al.’s (2005) US-ESR estimate for Skhul II and V, c.88-898 
117ka. These dates are consistent with the finding of a dispersal event originating in Ethiopia (or a 899 
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nearby region with a synchronous climate) occurring between c.97. and c.105ka. As summarised in 900 
Figure 5, there is a notable coincidence between the most likely dates for Qafzeh and Skhul and 901 
recent genetic dates for the start of Homo sapiens dispersal out of Africa. These two genetic studies 902 
(Scally and Durbin 2012; Fu et al. 2013), despite employing different methods and utilizing different 903 
mutation rate estimates, nonetheless achieved a region of overlap between 90ka and 95ka, which 904 
further overlaps with the dates for the occupation of Qafzeh and Skhul. 905 
A combination of the analyses presented here with recently published fossil and genetic data, as 906 
synthesized in Section 3 (above), suggests that Homo sapiens achieved morphological modernity in 907 
East Africa sometime after 200ka, though possibly as late as 150ka. These early African modern 908 
humans, however, were relatively constricted in terms of population sizes and geographical ranges 909 
due to the severe climate of MIS6. The mosaic morphology of so many of the pseudo-modern crania 910 
reported in Section 3 suggests that elements of modern morphology appeared piecemeal, probably 911 
in reproductively isolated populations separated by uninhabitable tracts of cold, arid terrain. The 912 
modelling reported above suggests a pulse or pulses of dispersal from Ethiopia (and climatically 913 
synchronous areas of East Africa) between c.97 and 105ka, and the estimates of Grün et al. (2005) 914 
and Millard (2008) suggest modern humans reached Qafzeh between c.87 and 97ka, with Skhul 915 
dated to a wider bracket around a similar mean. Crucially, the new genetic dates force us to admit 916 
the possibility of a Levantine modern human population c.90-95ka forming not a ‘failed dispersal’, 917 
but part of the successful global diaspora of modern humans. 918 
Doubtless the possibility that Skhul and Qafzeh are waypoints on a successful path of global 919 
dispersal will remain a minority view, but it is useful at this stage to pick apart the plausibility of the 920 
dates identified in the Lake Tana record as the start of a dispersal event (globally successful or not) 921 
that led to the initial colonisation of the Levant by modern humans. By taking the dates of the Lake 922 
Tana dispersal phase (105-97ka) and the most likely Levantine occupation phase (97-87ka), together 923 
with an informed estimate of the distance from Ethiopia to the Levant of 4,000km, we arrive at 924 
dispersal speeds of  0.22km/year, with a mean of 0.44km/year. These figures in fact seem 925 
remarkably low; a population expanding by a distance a little more than a lap of the athletics track 926 
each year could easily have dispersed from Ethiopia to the Levant in the timescale suggested by the 927 
above analyses. Diffusion coefficients are notoriously difficult to estimate, especially for extinct taxa, 928 
but an indicative comparison comes from Anton et al. (2002), who estimated the dispersal speed of 929 
Homo erectus from Africa to Indonesia at 0.1 to 2.19km/year (these figures are the square roots of 930 
their area/year estimates). 931 
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The geographical position of Ethiopia also admits two possible, approximately equidistant routes to 932 
the Levant: an African route through the Sudan and Egypt along the west coast of the Red Sea, or an 933 
Arabian alternative through Yemen and Saudi Arabia, to the east of the Red Sea. Much discussion of 934 
the viability of a Bab al Mandab sea crossing has focused on the plausibility of rapid dispersal along 935 
the southern coast of present day Yemen and Oman, with implications for the colonisation of 936 
southern Iran, Pakistan, and India (Petraglia et al. 2007; Armitage et al. 2011; Rose et al. 2011). 937 
Crossing the Bab al Mandab straits could, however, have been equally important in providing an 938 
alternative route north towards the Mediterranean. Sea level and shoreline reconstructions for the 939 
Red Sea by Lambeck and colleagues (2011) suggest that at c.96ka the distance across the Bab al 940 
Mandab straits would have been <5km, with the Arabian shoreline clearly visible from Africa. 941 
Abundant Middle Palaeolithic surface finds in Arabia attest to a considerable human presence 942 
(Groucutt and Petraglia 2012), but fossil hominins remain absent and dates are scarce. The date of 943 
Jebel Faya (UAE; Armitage et al. 2011) at c.125ka is remarkably early for a site so far east (it is over 944 
3,000km from the Bab al Manbab straits assuming a route along the southern coast), but the Omani 945 
complexes studied by Rose and colleagues (2011) fit the Lake Tana dispersal chronology extremely 946 
well. Aybut al Auwal, dated by OSL to 106±9ka, and with purported Nubian affinities (Rose et al. 947 
2011), is just over 2,000km from the Bab al Mandab; if the true date is 100ka, this would imply 948 
dispersal speeds from Ethiopia of 0.4km/year, similar to those cited above for dispersal northwards 949 
to the Levant. The data are consistent, therefore, with a dispersal of Homo sapiens northwards 950 
either within Africa or within Arabia; on the latter explanation, a founding southern Arabian 951 
population could have split to reach Oman by c.100ka and the Levant by around five thousand years 952 
later. 953 
5. Summary and Conclusions 954 
This contribution has surveyed the biological evidence for the evolution of plasticity and examined 955 
the fossil and genetic chronologies of the origin and initial dispersal of Homo sapiens into the Levant 956 
against the backdrop of this evidence. A model of the evolution of plasticity that can be run on 957 
palaeoclimatic datasets has been formulated, and initial results of that model using data from Lake 958 
Tana fit well both with theories concerning the relationship of plasticity to dispersal in general and 959 
with the modern human chronology detailed here. The key theoretical tenets, surveyed in Section 2 960 
and confirmed by the model of Section 4, are that temporal variability in environments is likely to 961 
lead to the evolution of plasticity and that such plasticity is characteristic of successfully dispersing 962 
species. 963 
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The chronology of Homo sapiens dispersal is undoubtedly more complex than was once imagined. 964 
Modern humans arose in East Africa sometime after 200ka, but the mosaics of archaic and modern 965 
human features characterising almost all candidates for the first members of our species suggest 966 
that, prior to dispersal, populations were already small, reproductively separated, and approaching 967 
our definitions of anatomical modernity via several spatio-temporally distinct morphs. The severe 968 
climates of MIS6 are doubtless at least partly responsible for the apparently disparate nature of 969 
human occupation during this period, and the warmer conditions of MIS5, whilst providing more 970 
amenable circumstances for population increase and dispersal, interacted with more specific 971 
evolutionary dynamics favouring expansion. The first modern humans outside Africa appear in the 972 
Levant shortly after 100ka, and this first dispersal has, despite considerable study, remained an 973 
enigmatic event. 974 
Section 4 brings together the previous sections of the paper via a model of evolving plasticity. When 975 
used on synthetic environmental datasets this model confirms many of the findings reported in 976 
Section 2, including the largely neglected fact that species showing higher levels of plasticity are 977 
more capable of successful dispersal. However, it also advances our understanding of the 978 
environmental correlates of plasticity by registering the different effects of climatic change and 979 
climatic variability (sensu Grove 2011b). Of particular importance is the finding that, whilst climatic 980 
change can lead to elevated levels of plasticity in the short term, climatic variability maintains 981 
consistently high levels of plasticity. Three related signals of the capability for dispersal are identified 982 
via these synthetic datasets, and can thus be sought as indicators of such capabilities in empirical 983 
records. Relatively stable conditions immediately following periods of relatively high climatic 984 
variability are found to be conducive to dispersal; in such periods, plasticity is high but decreasing, 985 
and fitness is low but increasing. It should be noted that, in the terms of the model, these are not 986 
three separate indicators, but rather three facets of a single complex that equips species for 987 
dispersal. 988 
When the model is run using data from Lake Tana this complex occurs in a very obvious three-pulsed 989 
dispersal phase between c.105ka and c.97ka, during the most stable climatic period evidenced in the 990 
cores. Even relatively slow dispersal speeds would allow hominins dispersing from the Lake Tana 991 
area during this phase to reach Qafzeh and Skhul during their most likely dates of occupation. Of 992 
further interest is the fact that certain dates from sites on the postulated southern route out of 993 
Africa and through Arabia also fit this chronology remarkably well. Recent genetic data add a further 994 
coda: though widely regarded as a ‘failed’ dispersal, the current most likely dates for the 995 
coalescence of non-African Homo sapiens populations admit the possibility that Qafzeh, Skhul, and 996 
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the complex of sites around Aybut al Auwal were in fact part of the successful global diaspora of our 997 
species. 998 
Future work should continue to focus on the specific, localised dynamics of the relationship between 999 
climatic change and human evolution. Such work must be informed by a proper understanding of 1000 
the relevant tenets of evolutionary theory as well as detailed study of the fossil, archaeological, and 1001 
genetic material. Quantitative models are invaluable in the formulation and grounding of 1002 
hypotheses, and the explicit coupling of such models with high resolution palaeoclimatic data 1003 
provides a highly promising and currently under-exploited avenue of research. Models such as that 1004 
formulated above allow us to combine an extensive body of well-established biological theory with 1005 
directly relevant palaeoclimatic data, and thus to arrive at a far more robust and complete 1006 
understanding of human evolution than has hitherto been possible. 1007 
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Table Caption 1399 
Table 1. Parameters of the four populations plotted in Figure 1 and their fitnesses in differing 1400 
environmental states. In a spatially heterogeneous environment Population 2 dominates due to its 1401 
higher arithmetic mean; in a temporally heterogeneous environment, however, Population 4 1402 
dominates due to its higher geometric mean.  1403 
Figure Captions 1404 
Figure 1. The fitnesses of the four populations in differing environment states. A) shows the fitness 1405 
distributions of the four populations, B) the temporally heterogeneous environment they are subject 1406 
to, and C) a standard single-locus population genetic outcome of selection under the environment 1407 
shown in B). 1408 
Figure 2. Output of the Moran (1992) model under spatially (A, C) and temporally (B, D) 1409 
heterogeneous environments. A and B show the basic output (after Moran 1992), with C and D 1410 
showing how the parameter space is partitioned among the various strategies. 1411 
Figure 3. Radiometric dates for early Homo sapiens levels at the site of Qafzeh, Israel. Diamonds are 1412 
electron spin resonance (ESR) dates from Schwarcz et al. (1988), with black indicating early uptake 1413 
(EU) and white indicating linear uptake (LU) models; squares are thermoluminescence dates from 1414 
Valladas et al. (1988); triangles are ESR dates from McDermott et al. (1993), with EU-ESR and LU-ESR 1415 
indicated as before; open circles are uranium series dates from McDermott et al. (1993); black 1416 
circles are U-series dates on the Qafzeh 6 cranium from Yokoyama et al. (1997). Error bars are 1417 
shown where the relevant data were published. The grey region 87.0-96.9ka BP is that indicated by 1418 
Millard’s (2008) Bayesian stratigraphic model as encompassing the layers from which hominins 3, 6, 1419 
8-12, and 14-17 were recovered. 1420 
Figure 4. Radiometric dates for early Homo sapiens levels at the site of Skhul, Israel. Diamonds are 1421 
combined open-system U-series and linear uptake ESR (henceforth US-ESR) dates from Grün et al. 1422 
(2005), with grey indicating individual dates and black indicating weighted means for each sample 1423 
(confidence intervals are shown for the means only); squares are from McDermott et al. (1993), with 1424 
white being LU-ESR and black being U-series dates (note that the confidence intervals on the U-1425 
series dates are shown, but are negligible at this scale); triangles are LU-ESR dates from Stringer et 1426 
al. (1989); circles are TL dates on burnt flint from Mercier et al. (1993). The light grey regions are 1427 
those indicated by indicated by Millard’s (2008) LU-ESR Bayesian stratigraphic model for the burial of 1428 
Skhul V (associated with sample 1058) and Grün et al.’s (2005) combined US-ESR analysis for the 1429 
burials of Skhul II and V. The darker grey region is the period of overlap in these two estimates from 1430 
88 – 115ka BP. 1431 
Figure 5. A combined plot of the date estimates from Millard (2008) for Skhul and Qafzeh and Grün 1432 
et al. (2005) for Skhul (see Figures 3 and 4) with recent genetic estimates of the date of Homo 1433 
sapiens dispersal out of Africa from Scally and Durbin (2012) and Fu et al. (2013). The vertical dashed 1434 
lines indicate the period, c.90-95ka, during which all five date ranges overlap. 1435 
Figure 6. The production of new offspring via recombination in the evolutionary algorithm. Two 1436 
parents, each of which have two loci, can produce four distinct offspring types, of which two are 1437 
45 
 
clones of one or other parent. Arrows indicate input of parental values to offspring; grey borders 1438 
indicate the pathways of clonal reproduction. 1439 
Figure 7. Process diagram of the evolutionary algorithm. The fitness function assigns a fitness score, 1440 
      , to an individual   in generation   according to the normal probability density function given 1441 
the mean,   , and the standard deviation,   , of that individual and the value,   , of the environment 1442 
in that generation,                 
 
     
   
        
 
   
 
.   is calculated by rounding 500 uniformly 1443 
distributed pseudorandom numbers on the  open interval (0,1) to the nearest integer and summing 1444 
the resulting vector. This is equivalent to a normal distribution with       and       . It is 1445 
recalculated each generation.   is calculated as        , thus across generations          . 1446 
FPS stands for Fitness-Proportionate Selection throughout. 1447 
Figure 8. Results of the evolutionary algorithm when the population is subject to simple 1448 
perturbations, showing a) the environmental regime, b) the response of the mean, c) the response 1449 
of the standard deviation, and d) the fitness of the population as raw output (grey) and an 1450 
exponentially smoothed trajectory (black). 1451 
Figure 9. Results of the evolutionary algorithm when the population is subject to varying amplitudes 1452 
of environmental variability, showing a) the environmental regime, b) the response of the mean, c) 1453 
the response of the standard deviation, and d) the fitness of the population. 1454 
Figure 10. Results of the evolutionary algorithm on two populations evolving under different levels 1455 
of environmental variability. For the first 1000 generations, Population 1 (blue line) evolves under 1456 
conditions of greater environmental variability than Population 2 (red line). For the second 1000 1457 
generations, both populations are relocated to a new environment with a higher mean and a low 1458 
environmental variability (shown by the purple line in a)). a) shows the environmental regimes, b) 1459 
the response of the means, c) the response of the standard deviations, and d) the fitnesses of the 1460 
two populations as raw output (lighter shades) and exponentially smoothed trajectories (darker 1461 
shades). The inset e) magnifies the section of d) showing the fitnesses of the two populations over 1462 
the second 1000 generations. 1463 
Figure 11. Results of the evolutionary algorithm run on the Lake Tana data. a) shows the Ca/Ti 1464 
moisture proxy from Lake Tana, with the response of the mean overlaid, b) shows the response of 1465 
the standard deviation, and c) shows the fitness of the population. The identified dispersal phase is 1466 
shown in light amber, with the three numbered darker bars indicating the three identified pulses of 1467 
dispersal within that phase. 1468 
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Tables 1474 
Table 1 1475 
 
Parameters Environmental State Means 
Population Mean SD 3 5 7 Arithmetic Geometric 
1 3 0.8 0.499 0.022 0.000 0.174 0.003 
2 5 0.8 0.022 0.499 0.022 0.181 0.062 
3 7 0.8 0.000 0.022 0.499 0.174 0.003 
4 5 1.3 0.094 0.307 0.094 0.165 0.139 
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